Tropaia Exercises

Friday, May 17, 2019
2:00 p.m.
Lohrfink Auditorium
PROGRAM

Proccessional

Welcome Patricia Cloonan, PhD, RN
Dean

Presentation of Honors Maryanne Lachat, PhD, RN, CNL
Associate Professor, Professional Nursing Practice

Honor Societies
GUMC Convocation Student Achievement Awards
Minority Health Initiative Council Leadership Award
Black Student Alliance Visions of Excellence Award
Lena Landegger Community Service Awards
Departmental Honors Programs

Presentation of Departmental Awards Patricia Cloonan, PhD, RN
Christopher King, PhD, FACHE
Associate Professor, Department of Health Systems Administration
Pablo Irusta, PhD
Chair, Department of Human Science
Bernhard Liese, MD, DSc, MPH
Chair, Department of International Health
Edilma Yearwood, PhD, RN, PMHCNS-BC, FAAN
Chair, Department of Professional Nursing Practice

Presentation of School Awards Patricia Cloonan, PhD, RN
The Rose Anne McGarrity Service Award
The Sister Helen Scarry, RJM, DMin, Award for Commitment to Social Justice
The Dean's Medal

Introduction of Student Speaker Patricia Cloonan, PhD, RN

Student Speaker Robert Longyear III (NHS'19)
Health Care Management & Policy

Benediction Rev. Jerry Hayes, SJ, MDiv
Director of Ignatian Programs

Closing Patricia Cloonan, PhD, RN

Recessional
Honors and Awards

Alpha Sigma Nu
Jesuit Honor Society

Corey Belforti
Lindsay Caprio
Michaela Hitchner

Henry Horita
Alexis Schiazza
Alexandra Zintel

Phi Beta Kappa
National Honor Society for the Liberal Arts and Sciences

Lindsay Caprio
Andrea Dressel
Liam Flanagan
Angelica Griggs-Demmin
Michaela Hitchner

Carolyn Hofley
Henry Horita
Madeline Leonard
Kylie Snow
Alexandra Zintel

Sigma Theta Tau
International Nursing Honor Society

Corey Belforti
Emily Chin
Soriya de Lopez
Anna Feiner

Molly Hamilton
Juliana Kadar
Jaroslava Molestina
Sophie Roberts
Sigma Xi
Scientific Research Honor Society

Lindsay Caprio
Rebecca Cox
Liam Flanagan
Carolyn Hofley
Henry Horita
Saumya Kasliwal
Meghan Kissinger
Lindsay Olita
Nirritta Patel
Alexis Schiazza
Ariana Urias
Jowan Watson
Delia West

Upsilon Phi Delta
Health Care Management & Policy Honor Society

Katherine Altman
Emily Diehl
Andrea Dressel
Kathleen Gallagher
Madeline Klineman
Kenneth Knapp
Robert Longyear III
Nishtha Raval
Cameron Rolland
Marina Tian
Grace Vogelzang
Alexandra Zintel

Georgetown University Medical Center Convocation
Outstanding Student Achievement Awards

Lindsay Caprio
Michaela Hitchner

Minority Health Initiative Council
Leadership Award

Cameron Rolland

Black Student Alliance Visions of Excellence Fine Arts Award

Delia West
Lena Landegger Community Service Award
Ali Baird
Derrick Arthur-Cudjoe

Department of Health Systems Administration Honors
Andrea Dressel
Madeline Klineman*
Robert Longyear III
Nishtha Raval
Marina Tian*
Grace Vogelzang

*Honors with distinction

Department of Human Science Honors
Lindsay Caprio
Carolyn Hofley
Alexis Schiazza
Jowan Watson

Department of Professional Nursing Practice Honors
Sophie Roberts
Academic Honors

Corey Belforti, *Magna Cum Laude*
Lindsay Caprio, *Magna Cum Laude*
Emily Chin, *Magna Cum Laude*
Soriya de Lopez, *Summa Cum Laude*
Andrea Dressel, *Cum Laude*
Liam Flanagan, *Magna Cum Laude*
Angelica Griggs-Demmin, *Summa Cum Laude*
Michaela Hitchner, *Summa Cum Laude*
Carolyn Hofley, *Summa Cum Laude*
Henry Horita, *Magna Cum Laude*
Juliana Kadar, *Cum Laude*
Madeline Leonard, *Magna Cum Laude*
Robert Longyear III, *Cum Laude*
Alexis Schiazza, *Cum Laude*
Kylie Snow, *Magna Cum Laude*
Grace Vogelzang, *Magna Cum Laude*
Henry Yang, *Cum Laude*
Eileen Yee, *Summa Cum Laude*
Alexandra Zintel, *Cum Laude*

Special Recognitions

The School of Nursing & Health Studies offers special congratulations to Saumya Kasliwal for being awarded a Fulbright grant to study pediatric oncology in the Netherlands.

*This program was prepared in advance of Commencement; therefore, this list may not be complete.*
**Post-Graduation Plans**

_Eman Ali_ will work as a health consultant for Reingold Inc. during a gap year and will pursue medical school.

_Claudia Alonso_ will pursue a career in global health as a researcher in Washington, D.C.

_Katie Altman_ will pursue a career in holistic wellness.

_Shacoria Anderson_ will pursue a master’s degree in public health.

_Derrick Arthur-Cudjoe_ will work as a case manager for INOVA Health System before pursuing graduate school.

_Andrew Avelino_ will pursue a career in nursing.

_Ali Baird_ will work as a surgical liaison at MedStar Georgetown University Hospital while applying to medical school.

_Corey Belforti_ will pursue a career in pediatric critical-care nursing.

_Def Greenland Brown_ will work as a contracts procurement manager at Georgetown University’s Office of Financial Affairs and will pursue a graduate degree in organizational leadership.

_Virginia Bruns_ will pursue a pediatric nursing career in Colorado.

_Henry Bule_ will pursue a career in health care quality and compliance analytics.

_Hana Burkly_ will teach secondary Spanish with Teach for America in Prince George’s County, Md.

_Lindsey Caines_ will work as a medical scribe in the Rochester Regional Health system while applying to medical school.

_Ernesto Camacho_ will pursue a master’s degree in business and work in consulting with a focus on veterans health.

_Lindsay Caprio_ will pursue an MD-PhD at Columbia University.

_Thomas Caravolas_ will work as an intern at Power Athlete.

_Anamaria Carrasco_ will begin dental school at Columbia University College of Dental Medicine.
*Emily Chin* will pursue a career as a pediatric intensive care nurse.

*Gabriel Cohn* will pursue a career in health care.

*Kaylan Coke* will work as a consultant at Accenture.

*Linda Collado Estrada* will work as a NICU nurse at Shady Grove Adventist Hospital.

*William Connelly* will work as a health care consultant at Kaufman Hall.

*Rebecca Cox* will work as an au pair in Seville, Spain, during a gap year before beginning medical school.

*Soriya de Lopez* will work as an emergency room nurse at Virginia Hospital Center.

*Johanna DeBacker* will work as a finance and operations associate at Lenox Hill Hospital in New York City.

*Alexandra Dekkers* will work as a health care consulting analyst at Health Advances in San Francisco.

*Emily Diehl* will work as a public policy associate at the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors.

*Andrea Dressel* will work as a senior research analyst at the Lewin Group in Washington, D.C.

*Caroline Drusano* will work as a registered nurse in the pediatric emergency department at the University of Maryland Medical Center.

*Anna Feiner* will pursue a career in perinatal nursing in California.

*Liam Flanagan* will begin medical school at the University of Virginia or Rutgers New Jersey Medical School.

*Anne Fraser* will travel abroad to Albania.

*Lillian Furcht* will pursue a career in nursing.

*Kathleen Gallagher* will pursue a career in public health.

*Emily Garino* will work as a registered nurse.

*Taylor Gebhardt* will work as a human capital analyst in the government and public services sector at Deloitte.
Sophia Gerard will work as a health operations consultant at Booz Allen Hamilton.

Gillian Goree will work as a registered nurse on the pediatric transplant floor at MedStar Georgetown University Hospital.

Molly Hamilton will pursue a career in pediatric nursing.

Michaela Hitchner will begin medical school at the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania.

Kristen Hoffmann will work as a health care consultant at Ascendient Healthcare Advisors.

Carolyn Hofley will begin graduate school at the Georgetown University School of Medicine.

Henry Horita will work as a medical assistant in the greater Los Angeles area.

May-Linh Huynh will pursue a career in global public health and emergency medicine at The George Washington University.

Julia Hyacinthe will pursue a career in medicine.

Ogechi Igwe will begin graduate school at the University of Maryland to pursue a master's of social work in clinical behavioral health.

Juliana Kadar will work as a registered nurse in an intensive care unit or emergency department.

Saumya Kasliwal will complete a Fulbright grant for pediatric oncology research in the Netherlands.

Garrett Kelley will pursue a career in finance in New York City.

Meghan Kissinger will attend medical school.

Madeline Klineman will work as a strategy and operations business analyst in Deloitte’s government and public services practice.

Kenneth Knapp will work as a finance and operations associate at Northwell Health.

Grace Koehl will work as a senior research analyst at The Lewin Group.

Edward Koh will pursue a career in business development at a health care startup.
John Larkins will work as a member of the Health Corps team at the Washington AIDS Partnership as part of an AmeriCorps program.

Madeline Leonard will work as a clinical research coordinator at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

Vanessa Lim will pursue a career in medicine as a doctor.

Robert Longyear III will join Accenture as a consulting analyst.

Danielle Maduka will work as a consulting analyst at Accenture.

Angela Maske will continue graduate school at Georgetown in the Master of Science in Global Health program.

Marcos Melendez will pursue a career in medicine.

Brooke Miller will work on value-based care solutions at Remedy Partners in New York.

Ajay Mishra will work as a client management consulting associate at The Advisory Board Company before attending medical school.

Jaroslava Molestina will work as a registered nurse in Baltimore.

Dorothy Morgan will work as a financial analyst as part of the Finance Leadership Development Program at Becton, Dickinson & Company.

Amanda Nemecek will work as a medical scribe/technician during a gap year while interviewing for medical school.

Emily Newman will pursue a career in health care administration.

Julia O'Mara will pursue a career in pediatric nursing.

Lindsay Olita will pursue a career in research and development in the pharmaceutical industry.

Madeline Oswald will work as a commercial business analyst at Accenture.

Jeonghyun Park will pursue a career in nursing in New York.

Niritta Patel will attend medical school and pursue a career as a physician.

Jonathan Picos will work as a health care volunteer with the Jesuit Volunteer Corps.
Sheela Ranganathan will attend the University of Texas School of Law in Austin, Texas.

Nishtha Raval will begin medical school at Georgetown University School of Medicine.

Lauren Ridlon will work as a registered nurse on the cardiac care unit at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.

Sophie Roberts will work as a registered nurse.

Cameron Rolland will begin graduate school at the University of Michigan to pursue a master’s degree in health services administration.

Emily Saadi will begin graduate school at Yale School of Public Health with a concentration in chronic disease epidemiology.

Khalida Saalim will begin graduate school at Johns Hopkins University.

Eileen Salcedo Cabrera will work as a registered nurse at a local metropolitan hospital.

Franz Sandil will pursue a career as a business analyst for a health care tech company.

Alexis Schiazza will work as a research specialist for two years before applying to MD-PhD programs to pursue a career as a physician scientist.

Elizabeth Schnolis will work as a registered nurse at Children’s National Hospital.

Anisha Sehgal will begin graduate school at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.

Akilia Semoy will work as a health care analyst for the National Quality Forum.

Samantha Smith will pursue a career in health policy in Washington, D.C., before beginning graduate school.

Kylie Snow will begin graduate school at Emory University Rollins School of Public Health.

Toria Sullivan will pursue a career in politics and environmental policy.

Brittney Sweetser will begin graduate school at Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health.
Marina Tian will pursue a career in public health and health policy research.

Regina Titi-Ofei will work in Dakar, Senegal, as an associate in the health portfolio of IDInsight, an impact evaluation and advisory firm for development agencies.

Eleanor Tolf will work as a clinical research assistant and pursue a career in medicine.

Grace Totman will work as an analyst focusing on health policy research for the Marwood Group.

Ariana Urias will pursue a career in dentistry after a gap year.

Emily Varua will pursue a career as a pediatric registered nurse.

Grace Vogelzang will work as a business analyst at McKinsey & Company.

Megan Walsh will pursue a career in medicine.

Gabriella Wan will continue pursuing a master’s degree in Global Health at Georgetown University.

Jowan Watson will pursue a career as a physician.

Delia West will pursue a career in medicine and studio art.

Margaret White will work as a registered nurse in an intensive care unit.

Henry Yang will begin medical school.

Eileen Yee will begin medical school at Oregon Health and Science University.

Kai Yoshinaga will begin medical school at Florida Atlantic University.

Stephanie Yuan will work as an associate at Reservoir Communications Group.

Alexandra Zintel will begin law school at the University of California, Los Angeles School of Law.

Meghan Zorc will begin graduate school at the University of Maryland School of Dentistry.

The word Tropaia is ancient Greek and referred to a monument constructed to celebrate a military victory. Tropaia essentially means “trophy,” and the Tropaia Ceremony is the event at which individual schools at Georgetown University distribute awards to graduates.